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1 Revise History

No. Version Release Time

1 2.12.0.7275 2020.10.20

2 2.14.0.7386 2021.08.13
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2 Release 2.14.0.7386

Models Software
Version

Comment

X1/X1P、X2C/X2P/X2CP、
X3S/X3SP、X4/X4G 、H3、H5

2.14.0.7386

2.1 New Features

1. Add Icons such as missed call and DND in the screensaver state

2. The Phone is compatible with the Starface server

2.2 Optimization

1. Optimize custom certificate mode that uses the default built-in certificate when no custom

certificate is available

2. Optimized browser background password can be encrypted display

3. Optimized support for hotline numbers starting with special symbols

4. Optimize the IP address format for Hotline

2.3 Bug Fix

1. Fixed an issue where the captured packet Refer to did not contain the number when setting up

a server conference

2. Fixed the issue that a call cannot be established when encryption is selected on the local end

but the peer end is not encrypted

3. Fixed a registration failure when only the backup server was filled in
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4. Fixed an issue where clicking Softkey to answer a call does not go through the earphone

channel in special cases

5. Fixed the problem that an exception occurs when a phone uses the EHS headset to answer

multicast calls

6. Fixed the problem that the automatic deployment does not take effect because there are spaces

in the phone's HTTP URL that cannot be escaped

7. Fixed an issue where the phone does not subscribe when it registers again after the network is

restored

8. Fixed an issue where an XML phone book url could cause abnormal calls if it contained

Chinese or was too long

9. Fixed the problem where the IP address conflict message is not displayed

10. Fixed an issue where the IP phone was abnormal because the server address was in an

abnormal format

11. Fixed an issue where the phone would automatically reject calls under special circumstances

12. Fixed an issue where the call record time was not consistent with the actual time

13. Fixed an issue where registration failed when Rport was enabled in special cases

14. Fixed the problem that the IP phone sending the Active URI through SIP Notify does not

take effect
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3 Release 2.12.0.7275

Models Software
Version

Comment

X1/X1P、X2C/X2P/X2CP、
X3S/X3SP、X4/X4G 、H3、H5

2.12.0.7275

3.1 New Features

1. Support contact search function WEB

2. Support the realization of Active URI function through SIP Notification

3. Add a default password prompt on the web page

4. Support to long press the mute button to restore the factory

5. Add screen saver function to the secondary screen on X4 phone

3.2 Optimization

1. Support input method memory function

2. Alert Info supports matching number rules

3. Support one-key forwarding function

4. Support to set the timeout time for automatic hang-up without answer on the webpage

5. Support webpage to set incoming call ringing timeout time on the webpage

6. Compatible with Huawei Enterprise Directory

7. Compatible with Yeastar related issues

8. Compatible with Metaswitch Enhanced Call Park function

9. Improve BLF list in order to support display names

10. Compatible to monitor and play polycom multicast

11. Improve Intercom related functions
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12. Support the function of turning off the call by pressing the hookswitch hold

13. Enable Intercom Barge

14. Enable Intercom Barge is off by default

3.3 Bug Fix

1. Fix the problem that the TXT/XML configuration file cannot be opened when the guest user

logs in to the web page

2. Fix the problem that the phone restarts when the Name in the cloud phone book is empty and

searching in the phone book

3. Fix the problem that the phone will register successfully after turning on the DHCP Server,

and the phone will not re-register after turning off the DHCP Server

4. Fix the problem that the backup server registration cannot be switched to the primary serve

when the primary server registers and responds to 403

5. Fix the problem that the phone receives the notify parsing exception

6. Fix the problem that the first button fails when the button enters the Call Dial interface

directly in the screen saver state

7. Fix the problem that the contact device is abnormal when the phone book grouping

8. Fix phone daylight saving time related issues

9. Fix the problem that the screen will light up every 10 seconds when the phone turns on the

backlight function

10. Fix the problem that the phone still uses the earphone channel when a call is established with

an EHS headset, and the handset is used to answer after hanging up

11. Fix the problem that the function does not take effect after enabling Block XML in Calling

on the phone

12. Fix the problem of failure to call out when SIP hotspot is turned on
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13. Fix the memory leak problem when the phone receives an Invite call and there are multiple

audios in the SDP
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